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Abstract. Small animal models of retinal diseases are important to vision research, and noninvasive high resolution
in vivo rodent retinal imaging is becoming an increasingly important tool used in this field. We present a custom
Fourier domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) instrument for high resolution imaging of mouse retina. In
order to overcome aberrations in the mouse eye, we incorporated a commercial adaptive optics system into the
sample arm of the refractive FD-OCT system. Additionally, a commercially available refraction canceling lens was
used to reduce lower order aberrations and specular back-reflection from the cornea. Performance of the adaptive
optics (AO) system for correcting residual wavefront aberration in the mice eyes is presented. Results of AO FD-OCT
images of mouse retina acquired in vivo with and without AO correction are shown as well. © The Authors. Published by
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1 Introduction
Small animal models of human diseases serve as a vital com-
ponent in modern vision research. Rodents, such as mice and
rats, are commonly used in the development of novel therapeu-
tics against diseases causing blindness. To better visualize the
cellular microstructure and understand the molecular processes
in the living retina, high resolution retinal imaging of rodent
eyes is desirable. Techniques such as immunohistology provide
a gold standard for studying the animal model retinas with
exquisite resolution and a variety of molecular contrast stains,
but the invasiveness of the procedure limits it to a single time
point and implies the use of many animals. In order to study
dynamic processes and the response of a single animal during
treatment, noninvasive imaging provides an exciting alternative
to histology.

Generally for in vivo ocular imaging, obtaining cellular level
resolution requires imaging through a large eye pupil and imple-
mentation of adaptive optics (AO). AO allows correction of the
aberrations caused by refractive surfaces of the eye, allowing
diffraction limited lateral resolution.1–10 Visualization of the
photoreceptor mosaic has been demonstrated in humans
using AO in combination with fundus photography, optical
coherence tomography, and confocal scanning laser ophthal-
moscopy.11 Previous studies have shown that for young healthy
volunteers with excellent vision, the cone mosaics could be
resolved down to 2 deg eccentricity from the fovea without
AO using a modest eye pupil size (below 3 to 4 mm).12

However, the cone packing density closer to the fovea, or
rod photoreceptor packing, is much higher, so a large pupil
size and AO correction are required to increase the resolution
and allow visualization of these structures.

Compared to the human eye, the mouse eye is about 8×
smaller, but its numerical aperture (NA) is more than 2× larger.13

The effects of optical aberrations on image quality increase as
the NA increases, and this hampers in vivo high resolution
imaging in mice.14–17 Attempts have been made to compensate
for the aberrations in order to achieve cellular resolution
imaging of living mouse retina by using adaptive optics;
Biss et al. demonstrated an AO biomicroscope and Alt
et al. demonstrated an AO SLO for in vivo imaging of
mouse retina, showing that AO correction of monochromatic
aberrations increased the brightness and resolution of the
images.18–20 However, their results also reported the difficulties
of wavefront sensing in mice which might arise from the small
eye artifacts. Geng et al. demonstrated the appearance of a
double spot in the Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor (WFS)
when a small diameter wavefront beacon resulting in a long
depth of focus was incident on the mouse retina, versus a
single spot when focusing on a retinal vessel.17 The latest
work from Geng et al. showed encouraging results for AO con-
focal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO) where the photo-
receptor mosaic was visualized for the first time in mouse retina
in vivo.21

Compared to cSLO, which is an en face imaging modality,
OCT has the advantage of being able to acquire micrometer-
resolution cross-sectional images of retina structure.22–26 This
unique property of OCT has enabled longitudinal studies with
rodents where high precision retinal thickness measurements
and detailed visualization of volumetric morphological changes
are required.27–30 In addition to the structural information
obtained from OCT, its functional extensions such as Doppler
OCT,31–33 and flow contrast OCT,34–37 can be used to visualize
the vascular network.

The perceived quality of OCT images is largely affected by
the focal spot size, scanning length, sampling density, and
the OCT B-scan averaging techniques that affect the size and
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contrast of the speckle (coherent noise). What is very often per-
ceived as improved quality of averaged clinical OCT images is
achieved by blurring of the speckle pattern and therefore reduc-
tion in lateral resolution by a factor of three or more.

The goal of this report is to investigate methods to improve
the lateral resolution for mouse retina imaging with OCT. In
our approach, we incorporated an external objective lens in com-
bination with a refraction canceling fundus lens in order to
reduce the aberrations in the mouse eye and to facilitate the im-
aging procedure. Using this technique, we were able to reduce
the size of the speckle by increasing the NA during in vivo
mouse retinal imaging. To ensure that the improvement in
the spot size (lateral resolution) was not offset by spot blurring
created by the increased aberrations, we incorporated an off-the-
shelf commercially available adaptive optics system into the
mouse retina OCT imaging instrument. This allowed for mon-
itoring and correction of the refractive errors and therefore
improvement in the focused spot size. Increasing the NA in
OCT reduces the speckle size which in turn reduces the need
for averaging and blurring of the images, thereby maximizing
the resolution of the images at a given NA.

Generally, when implementing AO-OCT for high NA (rela-
tive to what is normally used in the OCT technique) retinal im-
aging there are two main challenges. The first challenge, and the
one we address in this report, focuses on increasing the NA of
the imaging instrument and our ability to properly measure and
correct aberrations in this scenario. As a result, increased lateral
resolution and decreased speckle size can be observed. Second,
after successful implementation of AO-OCT for high NA imag-
ing, methods to extend the depth of focus of the AO-OCT sys-
tem while maintaining high lateral resolution can be explored;
however, this is beyond the scope of this report.

2 Methods
A custom AO FD-OCT system built at Simon Frasier University
was used for mouse retinal imaging. The details of each subsys-
tem are described below.

2.1 FD-OCT Engine

A semi-custom FD-OCT engine was used in this research. The
light source was a 135 nm bandwidth superluminescent diode
centered at 860 nm from Superlum Inc. (Moscow, Russia), cor-
responding to a coherence length in air of 2.4 μm. The spectrom-
eter was integrated with a Basler sprint camera and was built by
Bioptigen Inc. (Durham, North Carolina). The resolution of the
spectrometer is 0.066 nm∕pixel. The real-time acquisitions of
rodent retina volumes consisted of 2048 × 500 × 500 pixels
(axial points×number ofA-scans∕B-scan×number ofB-scans∕
volume). We operated the OCT engine at 60 B-scan∕s to match
the integration time of theWFS. The corresponding line rate was
33 kHz (accounting for galvo fly-back time). During rodent
retinal imaging the power at the cornea was 750 μW, which
is below the ANSI limits of maximum permissible exposure at
this wavelength for humans.38 Data acquisition was performed
using a custom written program with a graphics processing unit
(GPU) processing,39,40 for real-time simultaneous display of B-
scans and en face view. Final data processing for measurement
and presentation was performed using Matlab (Mathworks,
Natick, Massachusetts).

2.2 Wavefont Sensor

Wavefront sensing was performed using the same light as for the
FD-OCT. A Pellicle beam splitter (PBS) was placed immedi-
ately after the collimating lens to redirect 8% of the light back-
scattered from the sample to a Hartman-Shack WFS. The IrisAO
Inc. (Berkeley, California) WFS has 19 mm focal length lenslets
arranged in a hexagonal pattern in a one-to-one correspondence
with the mirror elements on the deformable mirror (DM). The
DM has 111 (PTT111) actuators connected to 37 hexagonal
mirror elements (three actuators per segment) with 5 μm stroke
(piston/tip/tilt).9 The wavefront sensing centroiding algorithm
and AO control program were provided by Iris AO, Inc. and
allowed closed-loop aberration correction at 60 Hz.

2.3 Adaptive Optics FD-OCT

A schematic of the small animal refractive AO FD-OCT system
is presented in Fig. 1. The sample arm consisted of lens based
optics (achromatic lenses from Thorlabs. Inc, Newton, New
Jersey). In order to prevent back-reflections from the lens sur-
faces entering the WFS, the lenses were tilted with respect to the
optical axis while monitoring the WFS; the tilt angle was less
than ∼3 deg. Light from the fiber was collimated and directed
through a beam expander to the DM. A second set of telescopes
was used to relay the pupil to the galvanometer scanning mir-
rors. A final telescope relayed the pupil to an achromatic objec-
tive lens with focal length of 25 mm.

The beam waist (1∕e2 radius) at the objective lens was
3.5 mm, corresponding to an imaging NA of 0.14. The beam
radius was estimated to be ∼0.5 mm at a distance corresponding

Fig. 1 Schematic of the small animal AO FD-OCT system: DC–
dispersion compensation; DM–deformable mirror; FC-20/80 fiber cou-
pler, 20% of the light from SLD goes to sample arm, 80% goes to refer-
ence arm; GM1, GM2–horizontal and vertical galvo scanning mirrors;
FL–fundus lens; PC–polarization controller; PBS–pellicle beam splitter;
SLD–superluminescent diode; WFS–wavefront sensor; L–achromatic
lenses: L0: (f ¼ 16 mm); L1, L2: (f ¼ 300 mm); L3, L4: (f ¼ 200 mm);
L5, L6: (f ¼ 150 mm); L7, (f ¼ 100 mm); L8: (f ¼ 200 mm); OBJ –

objective: (f ¼ 25 mm); ND–neutral density filter; p represents the loca-
tion of the planes conjugated to the pupil throughout the system; and R
represents the retinal conjugate planes. Inset: the mouse and fundus lens
combination can be translated to adjust the focus. GM1 is a slow scan
mirror and is presented unfolded for clarity. Note that the schematic is
drawn for illustrative purposes only; it does not reflect the actual physical
dimensions or the optical configuration of the system.
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to the mouse pupil, which has a maximum dilated radius of
∼1 mm. The estimated focal width (Gaussian waist 1∕e2)
was 1.96 μm in air and had a corresponding depth of focus
of 28 μm. The system aberrations, measured using a paper scat-
tering phantom placed at the focus, were about 67 nm RMS
without AO correction at a scanning angle of 1 deg, which is
close to the diffraction limited performance of λ∕14. With
the AO correction activated, the measured RMS for the phantom
went down to 20 nm. The Zernike coefficients of the system
aberrations are presented in Fig. 2(a).

For mouse imaging, a plano-concave lens (2 mm fundus lens,
AR coated, Volk Optical Inc. Mentor, Ohio) matching the radius
of curvature of the mouse eye was placed immediately after the
final objective lens. Figure 3 shows a representative schematic
of the fundus lens and an OCT B-scan of the mouse anterior
chamber and fundus lens combination acquired in vivo by focus-
ing the beam on the cornea, and adjusting the reference arm path
length accordingly.

The refraction canceling fundus lens provided multiple ben-
efits: it reduced lower order aberrations at the highly curved
front corneal surface, it reduced back-reflection from the cornea
seen by the WFS, and it helped maintain corneal hydration
during imaging by protecting the tear film. Furthermore, the

concave surface of the fundus lens provided a point of contact
for the small animal, bringing the mouse eye to the correct loca-
tion for imaging. Additionally, since the corneal refraction is
canceled by the fundus lens, this allows us to use an objective
lens with arbitrarily chosen focal length. By using a longer focal
length objective, a smaller stroke in the DM is needed for the
same amount of focal shift at the focal plane. This is especially
important for designs utilizing small stroke DMs, such as the
one used in this report.

2.4 Mouse Handling

Mice of strain C57BL/6J (pigmented) were obtained from
Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine) and Charles River
(Wilmington, Massachusetts). All mouse imaging experiments
were performed under protocols compliant to the Canadian
Council on Animal Care, and with the approval of the University
Animal Care Committee at Simon Fraser University. The mice
were anesthetized [ketamine, xylazine, and acepromazine mix-
ture (50∶5∶1 mg∕kg body weight) injected intraperitoneally]
and their pupils were dilated using a topical solution (atropine
sulphate 1%) prior to imaging. Some motion was evident, how-
ever, due to animal respiration as observed during image acquis-
ition. During imaging, the anesthetized mouse was placed in an
adjustable holder with 5 deg of freedom that offered translation
and rotation, allowing the mouse eye positioned for acquisition
of images from different retinal eccentricities. In order to main-
tain corneal hydration, generous amounts of artificial tear gel
(Novartis Tear-Gel, 10 g tube) were applied, and held in place
with the fundus lens.

3 Results
With the anesthetized mouse placed with the eye aligned at the
fundus lens, modest focus adjustment was performed by axial
translation of the mouse and fundus lens combination relative to
the fixed objective lens (see inset in Fig. 1). Since the FD-OCT
and the WFS used the same light source, the effects to the WFS
spots could be monitored as the location of the focal plane on the
mouse retina was adjusted by looking at B-scan. Representative
images from the WFS camera are presented in Fig. 4 with the
DM held in a “flat” position as characterized by the DM manu-
facturer. The data in Fig. 4(a) was acquired when the focus was
not optimized; the entire retinal thickness was observed to be
generally bright in the B-scan, and the wavefront spots were
large. Closer inspection revealed two peaks in the wavefront
spots, similar to results reported in the literature.17 The WFS
data in Fig. 4(b) was acquired after adjusting the position of
the focus on the outer retina. In the magnified view, the
WFS spots are seen to be more circular, and contain only a sin-
gle peak which is important for centroid detection and the adap-
tive optics aberration correction algorithm. In the corresponding
simultaneously acquired B-scan, the intensity of the outer retina
layers is higher than the inner retinal layers when compared to
Fig. 4(a).

Figure 2(b) to 2(d) show representative measurements of the
RMS error and Zernike coefficients recorded by our WFS before
and after the AO correction during mouse imaging. Before en-
gaging the AO correction, the mouse eye was aligned along the
optical axis and the focus was set to the outer retina. The RMS
error before AO correction was measured to be in the range of
0.2 to 0.6 μm, and was dominated by defocus and astigmatism.
After the AO correction was activated during animal imaging,
the RMS wavefront error was reduced to about 50 nm. The AO

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic of the fundus lens positioned at the mouse cornea.
(b) OCT image of a fundus lens near the cornea. (c) OCT image of a
fundus lens in contact with the cornea.

Fig. 2 (a) Measurement of the system residual aberrations with a paper
phantom in the retinal plane. (b) A representative trace of the RMS
wavefront error during mouse imaging. The corresponding Zernike
coefficients measured (c) before and (d) during AO correction while im-
aging a mouse retina with the AO FD-OCT. Note that the scale of ver-
tical axis in (a) is 10 times smaller than that of (c) and (d). (e) Averaged
magnitude of Zernike coefficients and standard deviation before and
after correction as measured for a sample of 8 mice. The Zernike coef-
ficients follow the OSA standard for reporting the optical aberrations of
eyes.
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system performance for a sample of 8 mice (right eye only) is
presented by plotting the averaged magnitude (mean� standard

deviation) for each of the Zernike coefficients before and after
correction in Fig. 2(e).

Representative images of mouse retina with a custom built
standard resolution FD-OCT system and images from our
AO FD-OCT system with a similar light source (axial resolu-
tion) are presented in Fig. 5. The optical system of the standard
lateral resolution rodent FD-OCT system used to acquire these
images is described elsewhere.26–28 Briefly, the system had
Gaussian waist (1∕e2) ∼6.5 μm, and a depth of focus of
∼308 μm (which is long enough to contain the full thickness
of the mouse retina). The standard resolution FD-OCT images
were acquired and processed with the same custom written soft-
ware as the images acquired with the AO FD-OCT system pre-
sented in this report. The standard resolution B-scan in Fig. 5
was acquired with a 1.5 mm lateral scan length. Note that all the
major retinal layers can be identified in the images and all the

retinal layers appear to be bright. The inset shown in the yellow
dotted box was acquired with the AO FD-OCT system from a
mouse of the same strain as the one used for imaging with the
standard resolution FD-OCT system. In the inset, the AO FD-
OCT beam is focused on the outer retinal layers which are
brighter than the inner retinal layers, if compared to the standard
resolution FD-OCT image. As expected the speckle size
observed in the AO FD-OCT image is significantly smaller
than that of the standard resolution FD-OCT image, enhancing
the visibility of the retinal layers.

To visualize the effects that the AO system has on the B-
scans, we acquired several sets of data at the same retinal loca-
tion with AO system OFF and ON and displayed the results
using linear intensity scale. Figure 6(a) shows an image with
the AO system OFF (flat DM) with the focus of the objective
lens set on the outer retina. Figure 6(b) shows a B-scan acquired
with AO-ON and focused at the outer retina, and Fig. 6(c) shows
a B-scan with the focus at the inner retina. With the AO correc-
tion activated (AO-ON), the B-scan is brighter as demonstrated
on the right panels of Fig. 6; as an example, with the AO acti-
vated and focused at the outer retina, the measured intensity of
the OLM increased by a factor ∼3× as can be observed in panels
(a) and (b). The effect of the focus shift can be observed by
the change of the intensity of corresponding retinal layers in
Fig. 6(b) and 6(c).

After activating the adaptive optics, the focal plane position
could be adjusted by changing the defocus in the AO control
software. The change in the location of the focal plane in the
B-scan image of the mouse retina could be observed in real
time as a significant increase in the brightness of the layers
at the focus. En face images of the mouse retina were extracted
from AO FD-OCT volumes acquired by raster scanning the
beam across the retina, with vertically stacked B-scan frames
separated by 0.6 μm. Representative images of the retinal
nerve fiber layer (RNFL), inner plexiform layer (IPL), and
outer plexiform layer (OPL) are presented in Fig. 7. The
axial depths indicated by the brackets in the cross-sectional
images represent the layers (RNFL, IPL, and OPL) that were

Fig. 5 A comparison of regular rodent OCT B-scan with high resolution
AO-OCT B-scan (inside yellow dotted box acquired with AO-ON). Both
images were acquired from C57BL/6J (pigmented) mouse, and were
generated by averaging 20 motion-corrected B-scans. A logarithmic
intensity scale was used for both sets of data. Note the smaller speckle
size seen on AO FD-OCT inset. Scale bar: 100 μm.

Fig. 4 Images from the WFS camera and corresponding log scale B-
scans acquired simultaneously at the same location. A single WFS
spot (in the red dotted circles) are shown at higher magnification in
the heat maps, and the corresponding intensity profiles were taken
at the position of the black line. (a) WFS image with nonoptimized
focus. (b) WFS images acquired with the beam focus optimized on
the outer retinal layers.

Fig. 6 In vivo OCT B-scans images (left) acquired at the same eccen-
tricity from the retinas of C57BL/6J (pigmented) mice and depth intensity
profiles (right); (a) was acquired when AO is turned off (DM flat), (b) was
acquired when AO was activated and the focus was set on the outer
retina, and (c) was acquired when AO was activated and shifting the
focus through the AO software to the inner retina. Images (a), (b),
and (c) were generated by averaging 20 B-scans and are presented
on a linear intensity scale. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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in focus and the range of pixels that were summed up to create
the en face images. Four sets of volumetric data were acquired
at the same location, post-processed with identical parameters
(same DC spectrum and same dispersion compensation values),
and presented on the same linear intensity scale. The image data
in the yellow dotted boxes were averaged along the short axis to
generate the intensity plots on the right (the blue line represents
AO-ON, and the red dotted line represents AO-OFF). Note the
improvement in the sharpness and brightness of the nerve fibers
in RNFL and the capillaries in IPL and OPL in Fig. 7 with the
AO activated. With the AO-OFF, only the OPL [Fig. 7(f)] had
sufficient contrast to enable comparison to the corresponding
AO-ON image [Fig. 7(c)], where a 2 to 3× increase in the inten-
sity of the capillaries can be observed from the line graph in the
right column.

Figure 8 shows example images of the retina from a different
animal than shown in Fig. 7. Here we visualized different capil-
lary plexus layers and the photoreceptor layer (PRL). Note the
improvement in both intensity and resolution (improved width
of retinal capillaries) seen on the images. The green dotted boxes
in Fig. 8(c) and 8(g) represent the locations where the widths of
several capillaries of different sizes were measured with AO ON
and OFF. The corresponding line graphs were normalized and
are presented in panel (1), (2), and (3) at the bottom of Fig. 8. On
average, the diameter of capillaries measured with the AO-ON
was ∼2.5× narrower than with the AO-OFF.

4 Discussion
The crucial component in adaptive optics retinal imaging is
accurate wavefront sensing. It is particularly challenging with
small animals such as mice. Several factors contribute to the
complexity of the problem. First, the small size and highly
curved eye create large low order aberrations which necessitate
a large dynamic range WFS and correction. Second, the quality

of the wavefront spots is poor and greatly decreases the accuracy
of wavefront measurement. As discussed in the literature,17 the
dual peak wavefront spots are likely caused by the two strong
reflections in the retina, from the inner retina (RNFL) and from
the outer retina (RPE and choroid) which are observed due to the
relatively thick retina compared to the short focal length of the
eye. Third, the mouse needs to be anesthetized during image
acquisition, causing their cornea to dry out and become cloudy.
The increased anterior segment scattering blurs the WFS spots
and decreases the SNR of light backscattered from the retina if
the eyes are not kept moist after anesthetization. Both wavefront
images and OCT images will degrade severely with increased
clouding of the mouse eye, eventually making wavefront sens-
ing and imaging not possible.

One of the design features of our AO FD-OCT system is that
we used a fundus lens to remove the refraction at the air-cornea
interface, and instead focused the light with an objective lens.
This arrangement allowed light to be focused easily on the
outer retina by moving the fundus lens and eye combination
together axially, where single peak good quality wavefront
images could be acquired. Moreover, by using a single beam

Fig. 7 Cross-sectional images of the mouse retina acquired in vivo with
the AO FD-OCT system. The focal plane was set on the inner retina by
changing the defocus in the AO control software. The axial depths indi-
cated by the brackets in the B-scan represent the locations of (a) to (c) en
face projections of different retinal layers with AO-ON and (d) to (f) en
face projections at the same location with AO-OFF (DM flat). Scale bar:
30 μm.

Fig. 8 Cross-sectional and en face images (IPL, INL, OPL and PRL) of the
mouse retina acquired in vivo with the AO FD-OCT system. The focal
plane was adjusted on the layers of interest as indicated by the red
brackets in the B-scan images by changing the defocus in the AO con-
trol software. The axial depths indicated by the brackets in the B-scan
represent the locations of (a) to (d) en face projections of the different
retinal layers with AO-ON and (e) (h) en face projections at the same
location with AO-OFF (DM flat). Normalized line graphs of the image
intensity taken across the capillaries at the locations labeled 1, 2, and 3
in (c) and (g) are presented in the bottom panel. Scale bar: 30 μm.
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for both wavefront sensing and FD-OCT, we were able to mon-
itor the region of the retina on which the imaging beam was
focused in real time by observing the B-scans. Also, since
the eye being imaged was in contact with the fundus lens, drying
of the cornea and clouding was effectively reduced. One poten-
tial issue of using an objective lens to focus the light on the
retina is that the resulting field of curvature of the image
plane does not match the curvature of the mouse retina. This
is not a concern for our imaging applications because with
AO FD-OCT we are only scanning over a very small region.
As observed in the B-scan images in Figs. 6 to 8, the retinal
surface is effectively flat over small distances.

In order to accurately measure and correct the wavefront
error, the pupil plane needs to be optically conjugated onto
the WFS and DM. We chose to use lens-based 4-f telescopes
to relay the pupil conjugate planes in order to minimize the
astigmatism build-up, a common issue in the mirror based
relay systems, and to simplify the optical system design and
construction. The compromise with using lenses is the increased
back-reflection from the optical refractive elements despite the
use of anti-reflection coatings. We mitigated this issue by back-
ground subtraction at the WFS, and slightly tilting the lenses.
The residual aberrations of our optical system were measured
to be on the order of 60 nm RMS, which was negligible com-
pared to the aberrations with the mouse eye present. Alternative
techniques to reduce back reflection from the lenses that could
be used in the next phase of this research include a confocal
pinhole,41 or polarization optics.42

Compared to what has been reported in the literature,17 the
defocus term measured in our study with the AO-OFF [pre-
sented in Fig. 2(e) as the 4th coefficient of the Zernike polyno-
mial] does not represent the refractive power of the mouse eye,
but rather the displacement of the retina relative to the focal
plane of the objective. Variations in the measured defocus coef-
ficients may be also affected by the small eye artifact,16,17,43

which arises due to the fact that the mouse retina is rela-
tively thick compared to the focal length of the mouse eye.
Additionally, the presence of the fundus lens and objective
lens influences the amplitudes of the Zernike coefficients and
therefore they should be used as a metric of the optical system
performance, rather than as a measure of the remaining aberra-
tions in the mouse eye. The aberrations that can be reliably
measured are also limited by the number of lenslets across
the pupil; we are using a commercial AO system with 7 lenslets
across the pupil (corresponding to 37 lenslets in the WFS). To
accommodate to this constraint we adopted a smaller pupil size.

The full NA of the mouse eye was not utilized with the
current system design. We estimate that a two-fold increase
in the resolution will be needed to resolve with high contrast
the complete photoreceptor mosaic in cross-sectional and en
face images. Unlike cSLO, the axial resolution of OCT depends
on the bandwidth of the light source; in order to achieve ultra-
high axial resolution, a wide spectral bandwidth is required. This
introduces additional challenges for AO-OCT because as the
spectrum is broadened, chromatic aberrations will start to affect
the spot size.44 The effect of these chromatic aberrations needs
to be studied in further detail to utilize the full NA of the mouse
eye. Furthermore, the depth of focus is naturally coupled with
the spot size; a small spot size results in a very narrow depth of
focus, which is less than the thickness of the PRLs. Fortunately,
OCT has very high sensitivity, and out of focus structures are
still visible, but with degraded intensity and resolution.44 The

work by Geng et al. described that application of a DM with
large stroke (45 μm for defocus) was necessary for an ophthal-
moscope design utilizing the full NA of the mouse eye.21 In our
method, the refraction canceling fundus lens combined with the
external objective lens extended the effective focal length of the
eye. In combination with the use of a smaller pupil size at the
mouse eye, this permitted dynamic focusing throughout the full
thickness of the mouse retina even with the use of a small stroke
(5 μm) DM.

The implementation of our AO FD-OCT system for mouse
imaging is generally in agreement with the results of simulations
performed for AO imaging in a model of a rat eye.45 By using
the same light source for both the OCT imaging and the WFS,
the strong chromatic aberrations of the mouse eye resulting in
different focal planes were avoided. Furthermore, by using the
plano-concave fundus lens in contact with the cornea, we largely
removed variation between animals of different strains and ages.
The conjugated pupil plane became the objective lens instead
of mouse pupil which allows us to place the pupil plane with
higher precision, and position the retinal layer of interest to the
focal plane.

In the future, we plan to improve on the resolution and depth
of focus of our system. One of the first steps will be to modify
our refractive AO system to allow imaging of the mice through a
larger pupil size, thereby increasing the theoretical lateral reso-
lution that is achievable, similarly to recent reports by Geng
et al.21 where a 2 mm pupil at the mouse eye was used for im-
aging with AO-SLO. Using adaptive optics to improve the
lateral resolution and eventually achieve cellular resolution im-
aging of the photoreceptors in vivo is the long range motivation
behind this project. Additionally, we plan to incorporate an SLO
imaging channel with our rodent AO-OCT system, similar to the
design proposed by Zawadzki et al.6 for human retinal imaging.
This will allow simultaneous acquisition of structural and poten-
tially functional data from mice in vivo by using novel fluores-
cent molecular probes offered by optogenetics.46,47 We also plan
to investigate ways to extend the depth of focus for the AO FD-
OCT system without sacrificing the lateral resolution afforded
by AO. Several possible solutions have already been proposed
in the literature for high NA OCT imaging, including the use
of dynamic focus,48 implementation of a Bessel beam for imag-
ing,49 or the introduction of additional aberrations in AO-OCT
system.50

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an AO FD-OCT system for small
animal retinal imaging using the same light source for both im-
aging and wavefront sensing. To facilitate mouse imaging, we
used a fundus lens to assist with specimen alignment and cancela-
tion of refraction at the cornea. The in vivo results presented in
this paper showed an improvement in the brightness and contrast
of capillaries and nerve fiber bundles in mouse retina images.
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